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The landscape of things on adaptation information
 How do these relate to each other and how can they be arranged
to meet the objectives of the Paris Agreement?
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• Chapter 2:
“Adaptation in the
Paris Agreement
and provisions for
review and
reporting”
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Overview of practices on adaptation M&E
 In how far is adaptation M&E different from mitigation
MRV? (Recap from last APR)
 What are countries already doing to understand
adaptation progress?
 Examples of national adaptation M&E systems
 Role of the NAP process
 Available guidance
 Experiences and challenges
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Characteristic

Mitigation

Adaptation

Ultimate outcomes
to be measured

• Increase in global average
surface temperature
• GHG emissions
• GHG concentration of the
atmosphere

• Avoided negative
impacts of CC
• reduced climate
vulnerability
• increased climate
resilience

What is being
measured?

Physical conditions

Combination of socioeconomic and physical
conditions

Can it be
objectively
measured?

Yes, the underlying units (°C
and tons of CO2) are based on
objective scales.

No, vulnerability and
resilience depend on the
definition and
operationalisation.

Is the unit of
measurement
specific to a certain
place and context?

No, one ton of avoided GHG
emissions has the same
global effect no matter where
it was avoided.

Yes, adaptation of a
particular population group
at a particular place is not
directly comparable to
another place.

Source:
Policy
Brief:
metrics and the Paris Agreement.
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- GIZ'sAdaptation
tools and experiences

Can we simply use some common indicators?
 Is there an equivalent for „GHG reduction in tons of
CO2eq“ as universal indicator for adaptation?
 No. There is no global universal adaptation metric

 Different purposes for M&E require different indicators
 Indicators need to be specific to the purpose of
M&E & the context
 Indicators have limitations:
 Don’t explain WHY or HOW change took place
Further details: Leiter, T. & Pringle, P. (2018)
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How can adaptation progress be monitored?
• Indicators are just one aspect of M&E!
• Key considerations include:
• What is the purpose of M&E?

• What does it focus on?
• Where can you find this information?
• How is the M&E system organised?
• Can it be embedded into existing M&E systems or draw data
from them?
• What resources are available for development and
operationalization?
 Country-specific!
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A guidebook for national adaptation M&E
 Guidance for the process of developing an adaptation M&E
system
 Does not prescribe what or how to monitor, but what to consider
for the development of a useful adaptation M&E system
• M&E Supplement to NAP Technical Guidelines, developed in
cooperation with the Adaptation Committee and the LEG
• Based on guiding questions
• Provides real-case examples
• Refers to further resources
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Vietnam
Countries with
a NAP process
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Mexico, Japan

Source: Leiter et al. (2017). Country-specific assessments of adaptation
progress. In: UNEP Adaptation Gap Report Chapter 4.
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Adaptation progress assessment in the UK
• 2008 Climate Change Act
• Independent Committee on Climate Change
• Purpose of adaptation M&E:

• Monitor and evaluate the progress made in implementing
the NAP
• Provide recommendations and policy advise
Outputs:
• Every 2 years: report to Parliament on adaptation progress

• Every 5 years: national climate risk assessment
13/10/2018
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Methodology of adaptation assessment in the UK
3 guiding questions
Sector
Are there
Have
Is there
policies and actions been evidence of
plans?
implemented reduction of
?
vulnerability
Natural
Yellow
Green
Yellow
environment Explanation Explanation Explanation
Agriculture
Red
Yellow
Red
Explanation Explanation Explanation
4 other
Same as above
sectors
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Adaptation progress assessment in Brazil
Explict NAP M&E report

• Status of implementation
compared to planning
• Every Ministry has one page to
summarize their progress:
• Main achievements
• Summary of actions
• Next steps
• Good example of process-based,
non-indicator M&E.
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Adaptation progress assessment in South Africa
Annual climate change report

• Multiple parts covering both
adaptation and mitigation
• 1st report 2016, 2nd 2017:
• Adaptation policies
• Adaptation projects
• Method of Desired
Adaptation Outcomes (DAO
• Focus topics, e.g. drought
• Does not yet report progress on
Desired Adaptation Outcomes
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Factsheets of national adaptation M&E systems
First published 2014; updates and new countries added 2017

 UK

 Mexico (state level)

 Germany

 PPCR (global fund)

 Mekong River Commission

 Morocco

 Austria (forthcoming)

 Bolivia

 France

 Kenya

 Philippines

 Cambodia

 Finland

 South Africa

Download under „M&E“ at
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 Key information on transparency can be generated through countryspecific adaptation M&E systems
Source: Leiter (2017). Country-specific assessments of adaptation progress. In: UNEP
Adaptation Gap Report Chapter 4.
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Challenges and capacity needs
• GIZ on behalf of the German government has supported several
governments in the development of national adaptation M&E
systems
(for details: GIZ’s submission to UNFCCC 2017)
Common challenges
• Capacity on adaptation M&E
• Many actors involved: complex & time consuming development
• Coordination across levels of government
• Availability and accessibility of data
• Data / IT infrastructure
• Interlinkage with existing/related M&E systems
• Resources to operationalize M&E
13/10/2018
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Conclusions
•

Country-specific adaptation M&E systems are already being
developed in 40+ countries, but few yet fully operational
• More to come, including through the NAP process

•

The adaptation M&E systems need to be tailored to the
country context. A generic detailed format is not useful.

•

Experience shows: the development process is complex and
takes time

•

Support may be required to develop and
maintain the M&E systems

•

Country-specific adaptation M&E systems
can provide useful information for
domestic and international purposes
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Thank you very much for your attention!
Timo.Leiter@giz.de
@TimoLeiter
ResearchGate: Timo Leiter
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